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ABSTRACT 

This paper gives a short overview of the building simulation program IDA Indoor Climate and Energy 
(IDA ICE). IDA ICE primarily has been developed to study energy and indoor climate performance. With 
the additional of the one-dimensional heat, moisture, and air (HAM) simultaneous model, HAMWall, it also 
becomes possible to analyse the moisture conditions of the indoor climate and those in the building 
envelope. 

INTRODUCTION 
IDA Indoor Climate and Energy (IDA ICE) is a tool for building simulation of energy consumption, 

the indoor air quality and thermal comfort. It covers a large range of phenomena, such as the integrated 
airflow network and thermal models, CO2 and moisture calculation, and vertical temperature gradients. For 
example, wind and buoyancy driven airflows through leaks and openings are taken into account via a fully 
integrated airflow network model. 

The first version of IDA ICE was released in 1998 and the present version, 3.0, was released in 
November 2001. There are available Swedish, Finnish, German, and English versions of this tool. IDA ICE 
is commercially available and marketed by the Swedish company EQUA Simulation AB 
(http://www.equa.se). 

The model library of IDA ICE was written in the Neutral Model Format (NMF) (Sahlin and Sowell 
1989). NMF is a program-independent language for modelling the dynamical systems by using differential-
algebraic equations. IDA, on which IDA ICE is based, is a general-purpose simulation environment, which 
consists of the translator, solver, and modeller. The Division of Building Services Engineering, the Royal 
Institute of Technology in Stockholm (KTH), and the Swedish Institute of Applied Mathematics (ITM) 
have developed IDA. The mathematical models of the IDA ICE have been developed at the Royal Institute 
of Technology in Stockholm and at the Helsinki University of Technology. 

The library of the mathematical models of the building components was developed and tested for 
measurements and to other programs in the scope of IEA Task 22 “Building Energy Analysis Tools” (Bring 
et al. 1999, Moinard and Guyon 1999, Travesi et al. 2001, Achermann and Zweifel 2003). IDA ICE was 
validated according to prEN 13791 defined test cases (Kropf and Zweifel) and to Envelope BESTEST in 
the scope of IEA Task 12 (Achermann 2000). 

By Björsell et al. (1999), IDA ICE may be used for the most building types for the calculation of: 

�� The full zone heat and moisture balance, including specific contributions from: sun, occupants, 
equipment, lighting, ventilation, heating and cooling devices, surface transmissions, air leakage, cold 
bridges and furniture; 

�� The solar influx through windows with a full 3D account of the local shading devices and those of 
surrounding buildings and other objects; 

�� Air and surface temperatures; 
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�� The operating temperature at multiple arbitrary occupant locations, e.g. in the proximity of hot or cold 
surfaces. The full non-linear Stephan-Bolzmann radiation with the view factors is used to calculate the 
radiation exchange between surfaces; 

�� The directed operating temperature for the estimation of asymmetric comfort conditions; 
�� Comfort indices, PPD and PMV, at multiple arbitrary occupant locations; 
�� The daylight level at an arbitrary room location; 
�� The air, CO2, and moisture levels, which both can be used for controlling the of VAV (Variable Air 

Volume) system air flow; 
�� The air temperature stratification in displacement ventilation systems; 
�� Wind and buoyancy driven airflows through leaks and openings via a fully integrated airflow network 

model. This enables to study temporarily open windows or doors between rooms; 
�� The airflow, temperature, moisture, CO2 and the pressure at arbitrary locations of the air-handling and 

distribution systems; 
�� The power levels for primary and secondary system components; 
�� The total energy cost based on time-dependent prices. 

STRUCTURE OF IDA ICE 
One or more zones define the building in IDA ICE. The different envelope parts (the roof, wall, and 

floor) separate the zones from each other and from the outdoors. The geometry, material layers and their 
properties define the envelope parts. The envelope may include a number of openings, leaks, doors, and 
windows. Different heating, cooling, ventilation, and lighting systems can be attached to rooms. Heat 
sources may involve: the heating/cooling device, air handling unit, envelope, direct sun through windows, 
leaks and thermal bridges, the internal thermal mass, occupants, lights, equipment. The moisture sources 
may be occupants, equipment, the air handling unit, envelope (external and separating), leaks, or other 
zones. 

 
IDA ICE provides three different user interface levels: 

�� A simple “wizard” level (IDA Room). The user fills in a form (or a few forms in turn) and starts a 
simulation. The user has no direct control over the physical or mathematical model of the simulated 
system; 

�� Physical (Standard) level. The user uses the existing models taken from the library but has no direct 
control over the mathematical model; 

�� Mathematical (Advanced) level. The models can be changed and own models can be written, by using 
the modelling language, NMF. No physical model is required. 
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Figure 1. A system example of IDA Indoor Climate and Energy. 
 

CLIMATE MODEL AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
The climate model is an algorithmic model that calculates and delivers the following data: the air, sky, 

and ground temperature, the air humidity ratio, air pressure, CO2-fraction, the direct normal and diffuse 
horizontal solar radiation, the wind direction and velocity, the elevation angle and the azimuth angle of the 
sun. 

For the outdoor climate, IDA ICE uses two types of the weather data: a synthetic design day or a 
climate file with measured data. The synthetic design day is based on the daily extreme wet and dry bulb 
temperatures, the wind direction and speed, and the reduction factor for the direct and diffuse sunlight. The 
weather file contains the information about the air (dry bulb) temperature, the relative humidity (RH), the 
wind direction and speed, the direct normal radiation and diffuse (sky) radiation on a horizontal surface, all 
as a function of time (often in practice as hourly data). IDA ICE contains a separate translator for 
converting some of the established weather data to file formats. 

The zone model calculates the indoor climate. Two different zone models are included in the library: 
the detailed one is intended for design simulations and the simplified one for energy simulations.  

To describe the location of a building the following data should be inserted: the latitude, longitude, 
height over the sea level, time zone, and the wind profile The calculated building can be shaded by 
surrounding buildings as well as the windows can be shaded by internal or external shadings. The external 
shading is controlled, for example, by the wind speed and solar radiation. Different pressure coefficients 
can be give to calculate the wind pressure on the different external surfaces of the building in relation to the 
speed of wind. The internal and external heat transfer coefficients are calculated by the model. 
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HAMWALL MODEL 
To calculate the moisture transfer in IDA ICE, the common wall model RCWall should be replaced 

with HAMWall model. It can be used either as a single independent model or as a component of a bigger 
system. Kurnistki and Vuolle (2000) have developed the HAMWall model. 

By using this moisture transfer model it is possible to study for example the following cases: 

�� The effect of structures on the indoor air quality and thermal comfort; 
�� The effect of moisture buffering building materials and furniture to dampen the fluctuation of air 

humidity; 
�� Making the hygrothermal analysis by taking into account the changes in the indoor climate; 
�� To study the influence of the ventilation system caused under or over pressure on the hygrothermal 

conditions in the building envelope; 
�� To study the influence of moisture on the heating and cooling load and on the performance of heating 

and cooling equipment. 

The moisture transfer is modeled by one moisture transfer potential, the humidity by volume, v 
[kg/m3]. The liquid water transport is not modelled. The governing equations for the moisture (1) and 
energy (2) transfer are: 
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where � is the density of the material or that of the air (�a) [kg/m3], �v is the vapour permeability [m2/s], 
Ma is the air mass flow [kg/(s	m2)], q is the heat flux [W/m2], � is thermal conductivity [W/(m	K)], c is the 
specific heat capacity of the material [J/(kg	K)], Ca is the volumetric heat capacity of air [J/(m2	K)] and hvap 
is the latent heat of vaporization [J/kg]. 

According to the numerical grid shown in Figure 2, two resistances R and one capacity C, located in 
the middle of the cell, describe each cell. The moisture content by volume w and diffusive moisture 
resistance Z characterize the moisture transfer. For each cell the material properties are defined. This means 
that each module can describe as many layers of the material as necessary. 

 
 

 
Figure 2. Numerical grid and notations, Kurnistki and Vuolle (2000). 

 
At higher humidities due to the surface diffusion, the moisture permeability depends on the 

environment RH. The dependence between the moisture permeability and RH is given by using equation 3: 
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where �o, B and C (delta0, slope and power in program) are constants. To use the constant value for the 
permeability, the value has to be written in place of �o and the constant B should be equal to zero. The 
thermal resistance R is a constant value in calculations. 

The sorption isotherm may be defined by three straight lines, equation 4 and Figure 3, or by the 
logarithmic equation 5. wmax corresponds to the upper limit of the hygroscopic region RH100%. 
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Figure 3. Linear approximation of the sorption isotherm, Kurnistki and Vuolle (2000). 
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where Wi are constants. 
 
The HAMWall module starts and ends with a surface and contains equations only for the solid material 

between these surfaces. The heat transfer coefficients belong the room model and are calculated by using 
the convection at surfaces and the radiation between the surfaces. There is no moisture resistance on the 
surface. To use HAMWall as a single independent model the additional layers should be used to correspond 
to the surface heat transfer coefficients. To compare laboratory measurements with calculations results the 
surface temperatures should be used for boundary conditions. The humidity of the same surface should be 
calculated from the humidities of air, so that the same humidity by volume would prevail in the air as well 
as on the surface. 

OUTPUT 
IDA ICE can produce an output file about any data object in any system with the different time 

resolution. Alternatively, hourly, daily, weekly or monthly averages are presented as graphs or tabulated in 
a text window. The output signals may also be converted into a duration curve over the arbitrary time 
intervals. A special function enables to export the equidistant time series to Microsoft Excel. There is also 
special type of outputs witch is specially designed to reports. Additionally, there is an output file that 
contains a simple list of all variables and their values after the last time step. It may be used as a starting 
point for a continuation of the simulation. 
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FUTURE WORK 
In IDA ICE the HAMWall is used only at the mathematical level. At the physical level, where the 

building parameters are defined graphically or numerically according to the user preference, the simulation 
is more “user-friendly”. For the future work it would be recommended to develop the possibility of 
applying the whole building HAM simulation also at the physical level. 

The HAMWall model uses the simplified sorption curve that is given by three straight lines. To 
analyse the moisture release and uptake in the building materials and in the interior materials more 
accurately it should be possible to give the sorption curve more exactly and the hysteresis should be 
possible to taken into account, too. 

In IDA ICE the common wall model, RCWall, approximates the behaviour of a wall by an RC network 
model with three capacitances. The parameters of the RC network are calculated by an optimisation 
subroutine. The advantages of using the RCWall model are the decreased calculation time due to fewer 
nodes and the fact that the accuracy is known. Also, for the HAMWall model development of such  
optimisation algoritm is useful. 
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